Photo Session Contract
This Agreement was concluded between :
First name:....................................., Last name: ........................................................
Nationality:...................................., Country of residence: .........................................
Passport No...................................., Issued by: ................................, Valid till: .... , .... , .... ....
Other document (ID, Driving licence) No. :..........................., Issued by: .................................
Address of residence: .........................................................., App./ Suite No. :........................
City: ..........................., Postal code: ........................., Country: ..............................................
Phone No.: + ............................., Email: ..............................................
(hereinafter referred to as the Photographer and/ or the Organizer of Photo Session)
and
First name:....................................., Last name: ........................................................
Nationality:...................................., Country of residence: .........................................
Passport No...................................., Issued by: ................................, Valid till: .... , .... , .... ....
Other document (ID, Driving licence) No. :..........................., Issued by: .................................
Address of residence: .........................................................., App./ Suite No. :........................
City: ..........................., Postal code: ........................., Country: ..............................................
Phone No.: + ............................., Email: ..............................................
(hereinafter referred to as the Model)
1. The purpose of this contract is a photo session, during which the Photographer will capture
the image of the Model.
2. Photo session will begin at (date and time): …. . …. . …. …. | …. : ….
and finish at: …. . …. . …. …. | …. : ….
3. Photo shooting will take place at (address): ………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

4. Estimated meeting before photo session (location): ……………………………………………..
(time): …. : ….
5. Total amount of photo shooting hours: …………………………………………………………….
6. The Model reserves right to take 15 minutes breaks between each photo shooting hour.
7. The salary for the model is: …………………. per hour / day / project* and has to be paid in
full not later then before the session.
8. A deposit in 50% of the amount must be paid at the latest 7 days before the session.
9. In case of cancellation, the deposit is non-refundable.
10. Subject of the photo session is: ………………………………………………………………….
including special expectations: …………………………………………………………………..
11. Field of use resulting materials: ………………………………………………………………….
12. Character of photo session is not connected with any kind of pornography or violence and
the final photographs/ pictures / videos created as the result will strictly correspond to this
statement.
13. The Model warrants her consent to appear fully and/or partially nude in some or all of the
photographs, excluding in all cases visibility of female reproductive organs.
14. Notwithstanding the above, the following uses are specifically excluded for use listed here
and restrict the use of the Work accordingly: pornography and sex services, matrimonial and
dating services, any use associated with or calling for violence, rape, hatred, racial or gender
discrimination, discrimination or abuse of children, abuse of animals, or showing the model
in unfavorable / offensive way or defame her image.
15. The model retains the right to view (during or right after the session) the original photographs
resulting from the photo session and remove those on which the parts of her body excluded
from this contract (paragraph 2) are too visible.
16. The Photographer, who is also understood as the organizer of the photo session, assumes
full responsibility for the legality of the undertaking related to the session and transfers on
himself any legal consequences related to a possible violation of local law.
17. The Photographer is responsible for ensuring the safety of the model during the session and
immediately before and after the session within a reasonable time, taking care in particular
to avoid any detriment to health.
18. The Photographer will provide the Model with selected photos that she will be entitled to
publish them in her portfolio and / or social media sites, crediting the author.
19. The model appears under her artistic pseudonym "Luci De Argento". Photographer wanting
to put a mention of a model in any medium, is required to use this pseudonym instead of her
name and surname.
20. After paying the full payment for the session, the Model transfers to the photographer the
right to use its image on the terms described in this agreement and will not make any
property claims for the photographs taken.

Photographer / Organizer
(Date) ……………………..

Model
…………………….. (Date)

……………………………..
Signature

……………………………..
Signature
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